A Pilot Test of a Mobile App for Drug Court Participants
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ABSTRACT: The U.S. criminal justice system refers more people to substance abuse treatment than any other system. Low treatment completion rates and high relapse rates among addicted offenders highlight the need for better substance use disorder treatment and recovery tools. Mobile health applications (apps) may fill that need by providing continuous support. In this pilot test, 30 participants in a Massachusetts drug court program used A-CHESS, a mobile app for recovery support and relapse prevention, over a four-month period. Over the course of the study period, participants opened A-CHESS on average of 62% of the days that they had the app. Social networking tools were the most utilized services. The study results suggest that drug court participants will make regular use of a recovery support app.

This pilot study sought to find out if addicted offenders in a drug court program would use a mobile application to support and manage their recovery.
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Introduction

Drug courts and treatment of substance use disorders. Substance use disorders (SUDs) are often chronic brain diseases characterized by cycles of relapse and remission.¹ While medications are available to alleviate symptoms, such as craving, treatment usually includes counseling to facilitate behavior change.² These treatments, like those for other chronic diseases requiring behavior change, are only moderately effective, with ~50% of patients relapsing within a year of ending treatment.³ When confronted with alcohol or drug use stimuli, either environmental or internally induced, a person recovering from an SUD must initiate a response to resist relapse. This response requires (1) cognitive override of cue-induced habitual response, (2) active engagement of newly learned, little-used skills, and/or (3) reaching out to newly established social supports at a vulnerable moment. Many people recovering from an SUD are unable to identify the trigger, use newly acquired skills to manage the trigger, or reach out to people they may not know well.⁴ In the United States, the criminal justice system refers more people for SUD treatment than any other referral source, making up 37% of treatment referrals.⁵ A growing number of addicted offenders receive treatment through drug courts. As of 2012, there were 2,734 drug courts,⁶ most of them being adult drug treatment courts, serving 136,000 people⁷ per year. Drug court participants experience greater scrutiny than the participants in other treatment populations. Key factors cited in the effectiveness of drug courts include SUD treatment along with random drug testing, unplanned home or work visits by case managers or probation officers, and frequent contact with the judge.⁸ Offenders with SUDs may show high motivation and ability to maintain sobriety in counseling sessions or when appearing before a judge. However, returning to settings that provide alcohol or drug use cues or create stress can reduce that motivation.⁹ Relapse is expected regardless of treatment modality.¹⁰

Using health information technology for SUD recovery. Health information technology is a vehicle for improving health outcomes through patient-centered communication mechanisms.¹¹ Health-related smartphone applications (apps) have become ubiquitous in a short time.¹² The most popular apps offer features, such as behavior tracking, social support, goal setting, and access to suggestions on improving performance, which may be effective for addressing SUDs.¹³,¹⁴ However, few apps offer all features or have a theoretical basis and clinical trial-based evidence for the features they include.¹⁵,¹⁶
SUD counseling generally occurs in an office setting separate from the daily environment that might precipitate relapse. Mobile phones offer an opportunity to support desired behavior change as never before, taking counseling out of the office and into everyday activities. Mobile apps have been proposed to reinforce skills learned in treatment, provide immediate access to social or professional support, and increase motivation.17–19 These may also help the user by tracking moods, behaviors, and risk factors, such as location, or protective factors, such as self-help group attendance.

A-CHESS. A-CHESS20,21 is a smartphone app (Fig. 1) developed specifically to help people with SUDs achieve and maintain recovery. To our knowledge, it is the only mobile app designed to address SUDs that has been demonstrated as effective in a randomized clinical trial so far.22 Self-determination theory (SDT)23 provided the basis for creating a suite of tools for interrupting the substance use relapse process as described by Marlatt and George.24 SDT is a theory of motivation to act or change. A-CHESS tools are designed to address the three conditions that SDT posits to foster positive behavior change: autonomous motivation [AM], competence in disease management (coping competence [CC]), and relatedness (RE) via social support. The tools are offered as needed to either maintain a drug-free lifestyle or interrupt the relapse process and prevent further harm.

A-CHESS tools include information services, such as recovery information, a self-help meetings list, news about substance use and recovery, activities such as games, guided relaxation recordings and podcasts about recovery, interactive communication, such as messaging and discussion boards, and assessment and feedback tools, such as the high-risk locator and the weekly survey based on the brief addiction monitor.25 Additionally, study participants received two instant messages per day: a “thought for the day,” which was designed to be motivational, and another that was designed to elicit use of the mobile app. This message asked the participant whether they could get through the day without using and directed them to the app or professional support in the event of a negative response.

Each tool within the app is designed to enhance motivation (thought for the day and feedback from survey and risk locator), provide skills or remind participants of skills they have learned in treatment (stories, recovery info, ask an expert, and news) or use skills (meetings, games, and easing distress) to increase competence, and quickly access social support and further develop RE within an online recovering community (my messages, discussions, and support team) based on the constructs of SDT. The version of the app used in this study was modified slightly from the version used in the clinical trial by adding more information on drug abuse in the recovery information and newsfeed sections.

A-CHESS has been demonstrated to be effective at decreasing the number of risky drinking days for people who have been recently discharged from residential treatment for an alcohol use disorder.26,27 It is under study with additional populations, including pregnant and postpartum women, veterans, people who are deaf or hard of hearing, and people identified in primary care settings as being in need of SUD treatment. However, studies on A-CHESS results in these populations have not yet been published. No other mobile phone app has been proven effective for addressing SUDs in a randomized clinical trial, though others have had promising pilot outcomes addressing both alcohol22,28 and tobacco use.29,30

Research Question
Will drug court participants, already closely monitored, use a tool that requires them to disclose information about their activities and feelings and to communicate with other drug court participants outside of the court and treatment settings?

A study of the Therapeutic Education System showed that a computerized substance abuse intervention could be implemented successfully in a prison population, which fill
a significant treatment gap. Similarly, mobile technology may enhance both critical components of drug court – treatment and monitoring – if participants are willing to use it.

While theoretically a smartphone app tackles the problem of giving people with SUDs the health communication tools they need to change their behavior, will people who are already under scrutiny, who already have many additional supports, use a smartphone app and find it useful? Or, will it be perceived as an added burden or simply another mechanism for court monitoring? This pilot study sought to answer these questions by testing how frequently participants used the app and which features they elected to use.

Methods

Recruitment and site information. The pilot site was a postadjudication outpatient drug court program in Massachusetts. A special court docket for drug-using offenders provides comprehensive supervision, drug testing, treatment services, and immediate sanctions and incentives. The target population for treatment was nonviolent adult drug offenders who resided within the court’s jurisdiction, who had been assessed as having an alcohol and/or other drug problem, and who had no record of violent offense. All participants were referred through the court and could be identified by the district attorney, probation department, police department, or defense attorney.

A private, nonprofit clinic oversees the clinical aspects of the drug court program, providing participants with individual, group, and family counseling. The same agency also provides comprehensive case management services to support the participants’ recovery from SUDs. The clinic’s drug court treatment program includes four phases of treatment with declining levels of supervision and support over a 52-week period.

Thirty participants were recruited for the four-month pilot. Participants had to be at least 18 years of age and consent to monitoring of their A-CHESS usage. Participants were offered smartphones with the app preloaded and an unlimited data plan for four months of the study. Participants were recruited by the drug court case managers, and all the drug court participants were invited to take part in the pilot. Only one person refused participation as he was leaving treatment early in the study period. New drug court members were invited to participate in the study when they were admitted to treatment. Twenty-five participants began the study at initiation and five participants were added during the study. The entire drug court population was invited to participate to avoid creating tension between those who obtained study phones and the rest of the population. The phones provided by the study were generally better phones with better service plans than the phones the participants already owned. Participants were offered $30 for completing an exit interview at the close of the study. This interview collected information on their perceptions of the mobile app and how they would improve it to better suit their needs.

Most of the participants were male (87%) and most were white (73%) non-Hispanic, with 10% black/African-American, 10% American Indian, and 7% white of Hispanic origin. It was a young population, with 52% participants in the 18–24 year-age range, 24% participants in the 25–34 year-age range, and 24% participants were of age 35 years or older. Participants received standard treatment plus a smartphone with access to the A-CHESS system for a maximum of 121 days. During the initial recruitment and training session, participants entered personal information in the smartphone to improve the functioning of the app. They also entered the contact information of people in their support network, along with information on drug-free events and activities, important drug use triggers, and helpful interventions for dealing with those triggers. Participants created code names as instructed, to protect everyone’s privacy if the phones were lost or stolen, but because it was a small cohesive group, participants knew each other’s code names. Participants were also aware that staff, including case managers, probation officers, and the judge, would have access to the mobile app and any interaction that occurred within it. In addition, participants learned how to use the A-CHESS services, about the theory behind A-CHESS, and how it might help prevent relapse.

Nearly half (12) of the participants continued to carry the personal cell phones that they had used before receiving the study phones.

Data collection and analysis. A web server gathered data on each participant’s use of A-CHESS. The server tracked the date and time the participant logged in, the A-CHESS services selected, length of time the service was open, the number of pages viewed, and whether the participant sent or received messages. Overall and weekly A-CHESS use was analyzed by different types of services. (Data used for this analysis do not include the days participants received the phone and training on how to use it).

Social network analysis can help in describing how a group functions. Using data from the app, we could analyze who communicated with whom and how often. Communications between participants in the discussion board were used to create a numerical description of the network from identifying the sender, responders, and number of posts. The social network analysis conducted herein used NodeXL (V1.0.1.245) to calculate traditional social network measures, such as centrality (three types: closeness, betweenness, and eigenvector) and density of networks. These measures were used to draw diagrams of the network that highlight who is most central (eg, necessary to the network’s ongoing communication, either by sending or responding to communications), frequency of communications and how dense (eg, how many links or separate communications to different people each member has on average). For example, one person may initiate a discussion or a number of discussions. Others respond to the post. The network diagram graphically displays who most often initiates discussions and who responds to those initiated.
discussions. Graphs of two networks were drawn by using the
force-directed Harel–Koren fast multiscale layout. To dis-
tinguish the influence of program staff and the research team,
two separate network diagrams were prepared: first, a network
that included participants and staff, and second, a network of
participants only.

The study and all data collection and analysis were
approved by the University of Wisconsin–Madison Social Sci-
ences Institutional Review Board. Participant data were pro-
tected by a certificate of confidentiality. Participants signed
written consent agreements. This study complied with the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by
the University of Wisconsin, Madison Education and Social
Sciences Institutional Review Board.

Results

Participant use of A-CHESS. Participants’ length of time
participating in the study varied. The longest possible period of
time in the study was 121 days; the shortest period of time in the
study was 4 days. The average amount of time in the study was
95 days. By eliminating the one person who was on study for only
four days and was an outlier, the average time on study increases
to 98 days. The average percentage of days using A-CHESS (ie,
the number of days each individual used A-CHESS divided by
the number of days that individual was in the study) was 62%,
with a range of 23%–98%. All data analyzed exclude the first day
that the participant received the phone to eliminate upward bias
created by heavy use during training. Of the people who used the
app on <50% of the days they had it, three individuals discon-
tinued all use early and three individuals continued to use it at a
low level through the course of the study period (Fig. 2).

As shown in Figure 3, the top four services used were
those designed to enhance social support. Messaging via
group discussions was the most used service. The home page
or landing page indicates the number of times A-CHESS was
used in general. Multiple returns to discussions within one
A-CHESS session explain why the Discussions service ranks
higher than Home.

A-CHESS services are based on three elements of the
SDT theory: those that enhance CC, those that increase RE,
and those that improve AM. All participants used the RE
tools. By the end of the pilot, 46% of participants were still
using the RE tools. The other two types of tools were used
at a slightly lower initial rate. Use declined at a linear pace
for all three types of tools through the course of the study
period (Fig. 4).

Social network analysis. Because social networking
tools were the most utilized services, we further examined
how the communication tools were used, ie, who was com-
municating with whom and in what frequency. In the net-
work, the red circles represent the drug court participants.
Blue diamonds represent program and research staff. The
size of each vertex (ie, circle or diamond representing an
individual) is mapped to eigenvector centrality, where the
larger vertices indicate connections to more members and

Figure 2. Percentage of days in which participants used
A-CHESS.

Figure 3. Average number of times participants who used each service used it over the total study period.
other members who have more connections.\textsuperscript{33} The size of the vertex is a measure of the influence of that individual. The opacity of each vertex was mapped to betweenness centrality, so that darker vertices indicate the importance of that individual in integrating the network.\textsuperscript{34} These two centrality measures are different. An individual could have a few links to other well-connected people and be portrayed as a large but not very dark circle or diamond. An individual linked to many, not very well-connected people, would appear as a small but dark circle or diamond. Eigenvector centrality measures influence by the number of connections to other members who have many connections, and betweenness centrality measures influence by the ability of the member to link other members who would not be linked otherwise. The width of the lines connecting individuals is based on the number of messages sent between each vertex.

The two social network maps that were created are pictured in Figures 5 and 6. Of interest is how highly central one staff person was (both eigenvector and betweenness type) and how the network without that individual has many more isolates (Fig. 6). Other authors have suggested that facilitation of online discussion groups is important in keeping participants active, preventing dropout, and promoting positive communication.\textsuperscript{35} The analysis in our study supports this conclusion.

\textbf{Limitations}

This study is a pilot and accepted every participant in the drug court, and so there is no comparison group. Where comparisons were necessary, we used a different group in a previously published study. The study group was too small ($n = 31$) to draw any conclusions about whether different types of participants might behave differently, such as whether men and women used the app differently or whether people who used different types of drugs might have different use patterns. We did not collect information about specific drugs of abuse or participants’ diagnosis, but collected only basic demographic information and that they were participants in a drug court program.

Because of the brevity of the study period (four months), 12 participants kept their own mobile phones. It is likely that this reduced the use of the phone provided for the study. The study was completed at a time when most people did not have smartphones, so we could not download the app onto the participants’ own phones. Future studies may need to consider the difficulty of subjects maintaining both a personal and a study phone.

Social network analysis is a way of quantifying the relationships based on the communications between participants, but does not describe the quality of the communication and whether it was supportive of recovery. Future research using content analysis might provide more insight into how the discussion group was used and why participants in this study used it more than in the previously published study with a different population.

\textbf{Discussion}

Mobile health apps have become widely available in a short time despite lack of research on their effectiveness. A-CHESS has been demonstrated to be effective in reducing substance use in a clinical trial.\textsuperscript{26} However, its efficacy was demonstrated...
in people with a diagnosis of alcohol dependence who had completed residential treatment, which is an intensive level of care. The drug court pilot study asked a preliminary question about people whose diagnosis included a high prevalence of drug abuse/dependence, as opposed to alcohol dependence, and who were actively in treatment in a highly structured treatment and oversight environment. Would they be interested in using a recovery support app, and if so, how would they use it?

We evaluated two measures of A-CHESS utilization: frequency and quantity. We were interested in knowing the number of days the app was accessed and whether that changed over the course of the study period. In addition, we were interested in understanding quantity – how often specific services were accessed. As in some earlier studies, social support services were the most utilized, with the discussion forum being used most frequently. However, this was different from the clinical trial for A-CHESS, where the discussion forum page was accessed less than half as often as individual messaging.26

One explanation for this difference is that the drug court cohort includes people who know each other and communicate as a group. In contrast, participants in the clinical trial came from different areas of the country, were recruited over a year-long period, and were unlikely to know others on the discussion boards. The network analysis offers a second explanation. A few participants communicated with each other regularly via the group discussion. However, one staff person supported the network, communicating with everyone; this person used the discussion board rather than private messaging to ask questions and provide feedback to all participants. Removing that staff person from the analysis leaves a third of the group as isolates.

This group’s use of A-CHESS also differed from that of the clinical trial group in the rapid decline in their use of the app over the course of the study period. The percentage of participants accessing each type of service decreased by more than half over the four-month period. In the first 16 weeks of the clinical trial, only the CC services decreased at that rate.27 Because of the short duration of the drug court pilot, participants continued to use personal cell phones as their primary phone rather than adopting the study phone. Twelve participants reported maintaining another phone as their primary mobile phone. It is possible that once the novelty wore off, they were less likely to carry two phones, reducing their immediate access to the A-CHESS phone.

A final interesting difference is that the drug court group was more likely to use tools designed to increase competence than tools to increase motivation, which was the inverse of the clinical trial group.26 The difference may be a result of the population (drug-addicted criminal offenders vs primarily alcohol-dependent nonoffenders), or it may be a result of the difference in where and when A-CHESS was offered in the individual’s recovery process. Drug court participants may not have had as much prior treatment at the time they received A-CHESS and may have had a greater need for tools for developing CC. They may have had a lesser need for tools to enhance motivation, given the multiple external motivators built into the drug court program. Training in how to use the app was not standardized between studies. An emphasis on different resources during training and setup may also have influenced their use during the study. Crises that arose for participants during the course of the drug court study reinforced their perception of A-CHESS as a communication tool. An instance of domestic violence and another involving a drug overdose were both resolved with the aid of A-CHESS communication tools.

This pilot points to interesting differences between the frequency and type of use of the A-CHESS app by this population, when compared with the population in a previously published study.26 It appears that the answer to the study question is yes, drug court participants will use a recovery support app. How their use of such a tool may differ from that of nonoffenders or people who are not involved in a drug court and the effectiveness of such tools in reducing drug use deserves additional study.
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